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1. Introduction. Let § be a complex Hilbert space and 2 be the ring of bounded 
linear operators defined on ip. A function T= 7X0 f rom an open subset A of the 
complex plane to £ is an analytic operator function if the scalar function (T(^)x,y) 
is analytic on A for every pair of vectors x, y in Sj. The purpose of the present note 
is to discuss various maximum modulus theorems for such functions, as well as 
certain other results obtainable by a more or less direct exploitation of the maximum 
modulus principle for ordinary scalar functions. 
2. Maximum modulus theorems. If ||T|| is used as a measure of the size of 
T, then the following theorem, which we state for the. sake of completeness, is the 
natural version of the maximum modulus principle for operator functions. 
T h e o r e m 1. If T ( i s an analytic operator function on a connected domain 
A, and if ||7X011 assumes its maximum on A, then || 7X011 ' s constant on A. 
(This result is in the literature; see e.g., [1,3. 13]. The proof is an obvious 
modification of the proof of Theorem 2 b;low.) 
Another gauge of the size of an operator T is the numerical radius: w(T) = 
= sup {1(7*, ||JC|| = 1}. Using this we obtain another maximum modulus prin-
ciple. 
T h e o r e m 2. If 7X0 is an analytic operator function on a connected domain 
A, and if w(T(0) assumes its maximum on A, then w{T(£)) is constant on A. 
P r o o f . Choose £ 0 £A such that w ( r ( 0 ) s w ( r ( £ 0 ) ) = w0 for all and 
select a sequence {x„} of unit vectors in § such that \(T(£0)xn, x„)| -*m>0. The func-
tions 9?„(£) = (T(g)x„, xn) are all analytic on A and are uniformly bounded by vv0. 
Hence there exists a subsequence converging subuniformly on A to an analytic 
limit t/f. Clearly |iKOI = £ £ A , and I I / ( £ 0 ) = E W 0 , |e| = 1, so that, by the maximum 
modulus principle \j/ = ew0. In particular, {<p„(0} contains a subsequence tending 
to ew0 for each and the theorem follows. 
Our next maximum modulus theorem is in ique in that it employs a set valued 
function. For any point set S, we denote by S~ its closure. 
T h e o r e m 3. If 7X0 is an analytic operator function on a connected, domain A, 
and if the numerical range W(T(£j) assumes its maximum on A at a Z0, in the sense 
that W(T(£))zzW(T(£, „))- for every then W(T(£)) is independent of t 
N o t e . The numerical range 1V(T) of an operator T is the (numerical) set 
{(Tx, x)\ ||x|| = 1}. We employ the well known fact that W(T) is convex. 
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P r o o f . Let I be a line of support for the compact convex set W(T(l;0))~, 
and let A0 be a point on 1. We shall show (i) if A0 € W{T{£,0))~ then A0 6 W{T(t,))- for 
all and likewise (ii) i f -A 0 € W(T{^)) then A0(E W{T{$) for all In both 
cases it is no loss of generality to assume that A 0 = 0 and that / is the imaginary 
axis, since we may replace the given function Thy a linear transform a0T— A0 without 
affecting the hypotheses of the theorem in any way. Similarly, we may and do 
assume that all the sets W(T(£)) lie in the positive half-plane R e £ s O . 
Proof of (ii). Choose a unit vector x0£ig such that (T(£0)x0, xo)=0. Then 
<p(0 = (T(0x0> xo) is an analytic function on A with non-negative real part and 
with a zero at ¿;0. The ordinary maximum modulus principle applied to c~'f shows 
that <p = 0 and the result follows. 
Proof of (i). Choose a sequence {x„} of unit vectors such that (T(£0)xn, x„) — 0 
and let <p„(Z) = (T(Oxn, x„) for all ££A. Since l<p„(^)l^w(T(^0)) the sequence 
{(pn} is uniformly bounded and therefore possesses a subsequence converging sub-
uniformly on A to a limit i/f. Clearly R e t / ^ 0 and iK£0) = 0 and it follows, as 
before, that {¡/ = 0. Thus 0 is a limit point of the sequence {<pn(<!;)} for every 
and (i) is proved. 
Now, using (i) only, we see that each line of support for W(T{£,0))- meets 
all the sets W(T(£))~ in the same segment, whence it follows by convexity that 
the set function W(T{^))~ is constant. But then, the hypotheses of the theorem 
are satisfied with £ replacing- £0 and it follows, by (ii), that any boundary point 
present in one W(T(£)) must be present in all. 
The following theorem, while not perhaps deserving to be called a maximum 
modulus principle, is nevertheless closely related to the foregoing in spirit and 
method of proof. It was suggested to the authors by a result of d e B r a n g e s and 
R o v n y a k in an as yet unpublished manuscript. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let T(£) be an analytic operator function on a connected domain 
A and suppose that T(£) is contraction valued, i. e., that ¡j T{^)\\ s 1 everywhere on A. 
(1) If for some x^O in § and some we have || r(£0)x|| =||x|| then T(£)x 
is constant on A. 
(2) If a complex number y of modulus one is in the spectrum of T(Q for any 
one £0, then it is in the spectrum of T(£) for every 
(3) If 1 + T(Q is invertible at any one point £0 then it is invertible for every £ £A. 
S k e t c h of p r o o f . (1) Apply the maximum modulus principle to the function 
<p(e)=(T(Qx, T(^)x). 
(2) Since |y| = 1 it is well known that y is an approximate eigen-value of T(£0). 
Choose a sequence {x„} of unit vectors such that (T(£0) — y)xn —0 and apply the 
usual argument to the sequencs of functions (p„{i) = {T(£,)xn, xn). 
(3 ) Since | | 7 X £ ) | | S L , a simple computation shows that X = — 1 belongs to 
the spectrum of T(£) if and only if it belongs to the closed numirical range W(T(0)~-
In other words, 1 + T(£) fails to be invertible when and only when the vertical 
line Re A = —1 supports W(T(£))~ at the point A = — 1. The result now follows 
from the proof of Theorem 3 (see (ii) above). 
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3. Concluding remarks. 
1. In the ordinary maximum modulus theorem for scalar valued functions 
the presence of a local maximum on a connected domain implies that the function 
itself is constant, not just its modulus. It is easy to see, but should be officially 
remarked, that such strong results cannot be obtained in the present setting. For 
example, if l,co,co denote the cube roots of unity then 
. r(£> = d i ag ( l , a> ,®,£ ) 
(on . § of dimension 4) has norm and numerical range both constant on the 
disc Likewise, ||T||, W(T) and w(T) all have a local maximum at £ = 0 on 
the disc (It is, of course, impossible for any one of our three gauges of size 
of T{£) to possess a strict maximum at an interior point.) 
2. On the other hand, certain vestiges of the stronger theorem do survive. 
A case in point is part (1) of Theorem 4, along with the following two remarkf, 
both of which are its immediate consequences. 
C o r o l l a r y t o T h e o r e m 4. Let T(£) be a contraction valued analytic operator 
function on a connected domain A. Then 
(a) the null space of 1 + T(£) is constant on A, 
(b) if for some ¿;0 $ ¿d the operator T(£0) is an isometry then 7"(£) is constant 
on A. " 
3. Is there a maximum modulus theorem for the spectral radius of T(£)1 Or, 
perhaps, for the spectrum itself? These appear to be open questions. In any event, 
it does not seem to be possible to answer them with the elementary techniques 
of the present note. 
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